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User-Friendly Data Collection

Food Safety Culture

Environmental Mapping

Lot Tracing and Production Batching

FSMA Electronic Recordkeeping Requirements

FDA / USDA Reporting

FDA / USDA Reporting

Cross-Platform

Automation of Checklists

Direct customization to your fields, and a separate simplified data entry interface help 

your team get trained and going on Presage right away, helping you also with any 

turnover events.

Create a tech-forward internal culture that has good systems, communication and 

follow-up. Use a software that allows for reference information on tasks on “how-to” to 

ensure your team knows when they need to, simple data collection, and recurring tasks 

to ensure tasks get done on-time. Communication improves from weeks or days, to 

instantly with software.

SQF, FSMA, and other compliance or regulatory schemes may require Environmental 

monitoring. Now you use a full-featured mapping solution, and see any problem areas, 

including trending any specific locations or data.

Presage allows you to use a tablet to enter batches, amounts, and ingredient lots, 

helping you trace through reporting any potential issues in seconds, not hours.

21 CFR 11 Electronic signature requirements built in for FSMA, including dual entry of 

password, managing password accounts and users, and change tracking.

Reports that can be generated for USDA or FDA custom to your operations to allow for 

sharing information to meet their exact requests.

Centralized management of the software to create and manage checklists at either a 

local or corporate location. Checks can also be shared between plants.

Presage data collection can be run on Windows, Android, iOS, Chrome, or Edge, and 

adjusts to the size of the data collection window.

Scheduling of tasks is available to any checklist, allowing you to create consistency of 

checklists across any area of  your plant, including in multiple departments.
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Integration
Presage has built integrations to other systems for a separate fee, if agreed by both 

parties on scheduling, including ERP systems like JDEwards.
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Barcoding Tags and Scanning of Samples

Direct Observations

File Attachments and Picture Taking

SQF SPC Requirements and Statistics

Alerts and Notifications

Presage was built from the ground-up to work with scanning hardware on iOS devices, 

including 1D and 2D barcode scanning directly into the system, or creating custom 

actions to speed up and make your data entry more consistent.

Your team can fill out a checklist directly after a check is performed to record that you 

directly observed the check being performed.

Presage allows you to take pictures from mobile devices, and upload files from your 

desktop directly to the software for central review. Pictures are instantly available after 

taken and saved!

Presage can run statistical charts on any numeric data, including control charts. Data 

can also be tested by statistical rules as it’s collected, and displayed on a refreshing 

dashboard.

Presage can currently alert management of any failed result or any items that are 

coming due. Alerts can be sent via email or text message.
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WIFI

Automated Calculations

Presage devices can collect data on WIFI, Cellular or LAN networks. You can also open 

checklists and go to areas without WIFI to complete them, then return to WIFI and save 

the results.

Presage can automatically be used to calculate averages, minimums, and maximum 

values or other standard calculations (as you could do in Excel), within any checklist. No 

calculators required. This includes detailed calculations and formulae like Date Code 

tests.
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Reports
Presage can run one-off or automate reports on your data of anything stored in the 

database, including adding thresholds, pictures, custom reports, statistics, and more! 

Pre-shipment reports, lot specific reports, reports on a specific date, time, or line are all 

available.

18.

CAPA and Follow-Ups
Presage can track and follow-up activities after an initial value is recorded and even 

automatically generate a follow-up checklist that’s custom to the non-conformance. 

Alerting and resolution allow you to get everything you need in one place.
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Storage and Safety

Ongoing Updates

Cross-Department Functionality

Presage allows you to store data on your own network, or on a cloud-service that we 

maintain. The option is yours!

Presage provides updates to all of our customers, including major new releases up-

to 4 times per year. This prevents you from having to buy another system in 3-5 years, 

increasing ROI, and reducing overall cost of ownership.

Checklists can be run across departments, including preventative maintenance, 

sanitation scheduling, pes management, production batches, lots, and expiration dates, 

and more.
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LIMS

User Account Access

Data Storage

Supplier Tracking

Local Management, Remote Help

Presage allows you to track analyses and samples, including incubation times and 

barcode tagging. We’ve built it specific to a food production lab to help you out 

practically, and to prevent you from having to buy another system.

Users can have very specific user groups and permissions. Easily add new accounts and 

track all work in Presage with our system.

Presage doesn’t charge any additional fee for data storage at this time.

Store any risk assessments and expiration dates on any supplier documentation directly 

in the software.

The Presage team gives you full training and access to be able to set-up the system the 

way that you would like and change any users, checklists, products, locations, and more! 

If you need our help, we’re here to help!
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Data Access and Sharing Between Plants

Real-Time Data Review

Your teams can collaborate and review results across their plants. Allowing regional 

managers or corporate to directly collaborate. Additionally, you can add permissions to 

prevent items from being changed.

Data can be searched down to the field and added to reports, graphs, statistical charts, 

or advanced graphs all in the same place, allowing you to instantly review.
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Auto-Refreshing, Individualized Dashboards

Customization

Change Tracking of Fields

Compliance

Verification

Improved Verification Alertness

Out-of-Specification Flags and Alerts

Dashboard can be set-up custom per user to review data on an ongoing basis, to allow 

your team to review it simply and easily. Follow-up by having automatic triggers on data 

that needs a response.

Nearly everything in the software is custom to the frequency, type, and names of your 

checks, allowing you to tailor it to your needs exactly.

Changes in the software are tracked and reviewable by you right away. Allowing you to 

hit the change log tab and see what records were changed. Additionally changes are 

tracked and indicated by an icon.

Presage can help you run any data onto a report, helping you meet any compliance 

requirements, whether they be state, federal, local, or 3rd-party.

Presage allows your team to review and sign-off on any set of checklists in the software, 

giving your tema a sign=off that matches your requirements for paperwork reviewed.

In addition to having a sign-off capability with due dates, Presage can call to your 

attention non-conformances or unfilled out fields, helping your team respond sooner.

Information is available directly to technicians as an option to be toggled on or off to 

whether items are out of spec, with customization to the field, product, location and 

more. Icons change and colors are used to flag the technicians and automated alerts can 

be sent.
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Built-In Graphing and Advanced Graphing

Export to Excel

Downtime Trending and Production Reports

Bar, line, pie charts and more are available in Presage allowing you to easily review your 

data in detail.

All data that you get from a search can be exported to Excel, allowing you to further 

manipulate it.

Any data collected, including downtime, can be run onto reporting, allowing you to 

review it in graphs, charts, or reports.
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Customer Support

Hardware Kits

Efficient Remote and On-Site Implementation

Custom Reporting

All-in-One Advantage

No User Fees

Presage keeps you up-and-running with reliable server up-time, helping you to keep 

going 24/7. During emergencies or the work week: 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM we have live 

support to help you with what you need. Our support staff is engaged in new product 

features, and regular planning, keeping any issues that frustrate you top of mind to 

develop new or updated solutions for.

The Presage team can get you set-up with backpack kids for hardware devices to help 

you get scanned data, pictures, and more into your program, efficiently and effectively.

We work with you on-site or remotely to effectively get you set-up, helping you get 

through the trial period with the right amount of on-site training and configuration, and 

maximizing the value of the implementation period.

Additional reporting is available to customize reports for you for a fee.

Presage provides all of its modules to our users. As your program grows, you can easily 

grow within the software, later adding new computer installations, mobile devices, or 

users.

Run 1, 2, or 3 shifts in Presage with no problem, and deal with turnover without 

managing billing through multiple different accounts. Why pay per user when you use 

Presage for as many users as you have?
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Value-Driven Fee Structure

Long-Term Thinking

We want to help you!

Presage charges by the computer workstation for the software licensing and often 

outfits entire plants for our base fee. It’s cost effective and efficient. For mobile, one-time 

per unit fees allow you to add users as you need without bumping up your monthly fee.

Presage allows you to manage your software costs long-term by offering 3 year contracts 

with an extension year to keep the same pricing for up-to 4 years.

We’re genuinely here to help you build a better QA program! Your feedback matters, 

and we want to improve the software in ways that help you. We attended the most Food 

Safety conferences this year, and were out talking about technology everywhere we 

went.
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Time Zones

Improved SOPs

Environmental Mapping by Date

Internal Presage Infrastructure Updated

Send to Report

Version Control of Documents

Presage works effectively in every time zone, allowing you to run the software across your 

entire enterprise while maintaining data integrity.

Presage allows your team to review instructions on a per test basis - this means when 

your team is performing a specific test like pH - they can tap for more information and 

directly review the how-to perform pH check.

Your team can now send date-specific results to the mapping screen, and play through 

them! This allows you to see hot-spots or trouble-areas in real time.

Presage now offers the option to host your information on a remote cloud server, like 

Google Cloud, and we’ve updated our internal system to allow us to deliver web features 

more quickly. This means access to new technologies and tools that will improve the 

value of your on-going license and support fees.

From the start, we’ve known you’d want very custom filtering on your data. We’ve 

combined that easy-to-use, effective search functionality, with a new report, allowing you 

to be precise in your searches, and quick to generate a new report. We think you’ll love it.

Presage will have an on-the-nose document management system that’s not for novel 

writers, but is for QA managers. We’ve now implemented the ability to store a version 

number of a document and tie it to a particular test, as well as the changes from the 

previous document.
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